company

profile

Since 1990, AM Instruments has been at the forefront of the contamination control sector.
An organisation of 100 people and a sales network that extends across all of Italy.
An R&D team dedicated to the development of innovative products.
A wide-ranging and high quality commercial offering.
The best of Made in Italy in contamination control.
A GMP-oriented company with ISO 9001:2015 certification
In 2017 Pharmaclean was launched, a new production department in cleanroom, with an innovative
line of products for packaging and the protection of sterility specifically designed to meet the needs
of our customers in terms of effectiveness, safety and compliance with regulatory requirements.
Pharmaclean is the result of experience acquired over the course of 25 years in business: experience
which has enabled the creation of products which fully satisfy the increasingly stringent quality and
safety requirements of the life sciences sector. Structures, equipment and processes are validated in
accordance with our Quality Management System.

1990
the birth of
AM Instruments
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2015

the beginning
of the GMP-Oriented
programme

2017
the launch
of Pharmaclean
production
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branches
in Italy
and abroad

100
people

since 1990, AM Instruments has
worked alongside its customers
in contamination control

22

patents and
registered
trademarks

3350
products

2500

sqm dedicated to
storage and internal
logistics

9001-2015
ISO certification
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MISSION

sion
the

Our mission is to be
benchmark when it comes to
contamination control, a mission we strive to accomplish in terms of
expertise, operational excellence and proactiveness.
In a sector characterised by stringent regulatory standards and
risks that affect workers and final products, we are conscious of a
responsibility to find solutions to the problems constantly facing the
pharmaceutical industry.
The search for solutions, the solution to problems.

WHY EMPHASISE THE
DEFINITE ARTICLE?

Its unwavering focus on the quality and reliability of its products
and services led AM Instruments to implement the GMP Oriented
programme from 2015, allowing the development of greater synergy
with life sciences customers and the constant rise of quality standards,
Because at every point of our history,
in line with market demands.
both past and present, we have defined
our responsibilities and our commitment
Our orientation towards GMP is a tangible reality.
in a clear and unmistakable manner.
Because we choose what we want to
be every single day. Because this is
the only way to build the future of AM
Instruments.

to be the benchmark
in contamination control
in GMP environments
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DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

Innovation, the engine that drives our constant growth, is fuelled by
the intuition and expertise of the Research&Development department,
where cutting-edge products and technologies are created.
AM Instruments is constantly increasing the resources it dedicates to
these activities, aware that much of the company’s success depends on
its ability to recognise and anticipate the needs of the market in which
it operates.

dev
innova
We believe that it is of fundamental importance to present innovative
ideas and solutions to the market every day. With their expertise and a
proactive approach, everybody has a contribution to make towards this
goal. Having a “proactive approach” means restructuring in terms of
both technology and methodology and — above all — skills, so that the
As suppliers to the pharmaceutical corporate system is capable of perceiving future changes and trends in
industry, our task is to identify high- advance, allowing it to plan the necessary steps in time.
quality solutions for contamination
control based on the new requirements.
The life sciences sector is subject
to strict and constantly evolving
regulatory requirements for the
protection of public health and safety.

Our products are designed and
constructed with a special emphasis on
risk analysis, with the aim of offering
full operational safety in the cleanroom.
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CLEANROOM PRODUCTION

produ
The Pharmaclean production department is unique in Europe for its
manufacture of coverage, packaging and protection systems. All
production processes are carried out in our Grade A/C cleanroom, which
has been designed and constructed to the highest pharmaceutical
standards.
The cleanroom, the equipment and the processes are all assessed and
validated in accordance with the Quality Management System and are
compliant with our GMP Oriented® programme.
Incoming materials undergo acceptance testing in the Quality Control
laboratory, where in process controls are also carried out on products.
There is a dedicated Quality Team led by a Quality Assurance Manager
for Pharmaclean production, with all team members having acquired
experience in the pharmaceutical sector.
An ongoing training programme allows our highly qualified workforce
to remain up-to-date at all times on cGMP, ISO and occupational health
and safety directives.
We undergo regular audits by our Italian and international clients. Our
Pharmaclean production is validated by the most relevant multinational
pharmaceutical companies.
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SELECTED OFFER

WIPES EQUIPMEN
BIODECONTAMIN
DISINFECTION LA
FACILITY MONITO
EANROOM GOW
STERILISATION
CONTAMINATION C
CLEANROOM FU
GLOVES CLEAN
TERIALS ISOLATIO
CLEANROOM FU
ASHERS CLEANR
AM Instruments’ portfolio of products and services stands out due to
the breadth and depth of the offer, guaranteeing the most modern and
innovative solutions.

••Products and services for contamination control
••Technology, systems, automation
••Biocidal products
••Packaging, protection and sterilisation systems manufactured in a
cleanroom

sele
offer
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world
our solutions in the
cleanrooms throughout
the world
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am

INTERNATIONALISATION

dwide
The commitment and dedication demonstrated through years of work
have earned AM Instruments a strong, stable position on the Italian and
international markets.
A new branch in Barcelona, and a global network of distributors to place
our solutions in cleanrooms throughout the world.
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HUMAN CAPITAL
Through AM Campus, we promote
training and the updating of professional
skills in the contamination control sector,
with a particular focus on operational
issues and relevant legislation.
AM Campus is able to provide support,
consultancy and training on the main
topics affecting contamination controlled
areas, on-site or at the customer’s
premises and with certificates of
attendance issued.
The AM Campus team is able to structure
every training session in accordance with
the customer’s needs and the training
needs of the workers, drawing up specific
programmes to suit the context of the
company which has made the request.
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1,000 hours
of training for our
employees,
every year
The heart of the company is the people who live and work in it, whose
stories — as well as that of the organisation itself — come together in all
their differences and similarities.
We believe in the personal and professional fulfilment of every single
collaborator. We promote participation in all company activities,
recognise diversity, foster a sense of belonging and encourage every
communication and training process that can contribute to individual
and collective growth.

communication
100 people and a dedicated team available to the customer.

This leads to commonly held objectives, mutual interaction between all
members of the company, and the sharing of methods and results in
the name of organisational efficiency.
Team spirit puts the “we” in our company’s persuasive powers,
allowing us to successfully engage with external parties and see our
achievements as “joint victories”. The same philosophy defines our
relationships with customers, with whom we communicate every day in
an ongoing dialogue based on trust and transparency.

we are
passionate about
communication
and listening
COMMUNICATION

Communication is the beating heart of
our organisation.
For us, communicating means that the
customer has access at all times not
only to our skills and know-how, but also
to our locations and our time, creating
opportunities for exchanges and dialogues
between professionals in the sector.
RTF (Ride the Future) is a regular event
which has been held on a yearly basis
since 2014, allowing our customers to
discuss the most important topics in the
field of contamination control.
Our sales network consists of
professionals with a widespread presence
throughout Italy, men and women who can
support customers with far more than the
offer of products and services, offering
also their own expertise and skills.
We make use of all channels of
communication in order to actively
involve our sector, offering content
which is always up-to-date and thoughtprovoking.
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COMMITMENT
TO RESPONSIBILITY

Our commitment to responsibility, an integral part of our corporate
philosophy, manifests itself in the social sector too, through direct
support for carefully selected projects which are mainly aimed
at improving the health and quality of life of children in Italy and
throughout the world.

direct support for carefully
selected projects
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CONTACT US

contact
us
AM Instruments Srl
Via Isonzo 1/C - 20812 Limbiate (MB), Italy
info@aminstruments.com
aminstruments.com
Tel. +39 02 8728921
VAT No. 02196040964
Registered office
Via Manzoni 144/E-F
20811 Cesano Maderno (MB), Italy
AM Instruments
Tuscany Business Resort
Strada di Cerchiaia, 28/A
53100 Siena, Italy
AM Instruments
Export Business Resort
Gran Via de Carles III, 84
Planta 3 – Edificios TRADE
08028 Barcelona, Spain
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